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Abstract— This work presents a unified weak physical
unclonable function (PUF) and a true random number
generator (TRNG) based on the current-steering digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) and ring voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO). Entropy source for the weak PUF is the mismatch
between NMOS and PMOS transistors in a cascode current DAC
as well as the mismatch between VCO quantizers, while entropy
source for the TRNG is thermal noise in the DAC and VCO and
clock jitter. Instead of using spatial entropy sources for the PUF,
i.e., multiple unit PUF elements, the proposed architecture utilizes
temporal entropy source by capturing the output of unit PUF
element over multiple cycles, which reduces area significantly.
A unified PUF/TRNG prototype is fabricated in 65-nm CMOS
and consumes 0.36 pJ/bit at a throughput of 100 Mb/s. The
PUF has a measured intra-HD of 0.0906 and inter-HD of 0.4859,
while the raw TRNG bitstream has an entropy of 0.9991 and
passes all the NIST statistical randomness tests.

Index Terms— Digital-to-analog converter (DAC), physical
unclonable function (PUF), true random number generator
(TRNG), voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

I. INTRODUCTION

PHYSICAL unclonable functions (PUFs) and true random
number generators (TRNGs) are security primitives that

are used for secure key generation, authentication, and cryp-
tography. In silicon implementations, PUFs leverage inherent
random manufacturing mismatches in transistors, capacitors,
and interconnects/vias to create a unique identifier, while
TRNGs derive their randomness from thermal noise and jitter.
Both PUF and TRNG circuits require systematic mismatch
to be very small such that there is no bias toward “1/0”
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in the PUF/TRNG response. While both PUF and TRNG
outputs are unpredictable, the fundamental difference between
PUF and TRNG is that a PUF response should be repeatable
when interrogated with the same challenge, and a TRNG’s
output varies randomly every time it is interrogated. There
are several well-established architectures for both PUF and
TRNG. Widely used PUF architectures exploit variations in
path delays [1]–[3] or variations in threshold voltages of
cross-coupled inverters [4], [5] and current sources [6], [7].
Arbiter PUF [1] is one of the first and most popular architec-
tures, which generates a PUF output by comparing delays of
two nominally identical paths. Variants of arbiter PUF includes
XOR-ing outputs from multiple PUFs [2], ring-oscillator (RO)
PUF [2], or adding feed-forward paths [3]. SRAM-based
PUFs [5] use random power-ON state of the SRAM array to
create a unique identifier but require calibration to remove bias
in the SRAM array. Recent cross-coupled inverter PUF [4]
is based on the same principle as SRAM PUF. Analog PUFs
leverage threshold voltage mismatch between transistors, as in
the cascode current mirror-based weak PUF [6] and the current
mirror array-based strong PUF [7]. Another analog PUF is
based on a random mismatch in resistances of metal vias in
an integrated circuit [8]. Recent works have also reused or
repurposed circuit components to develop PUFs, specifically
capacitor mismatches in a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
to derive PUF [9]–[11]. While Herkle et al. [9] and
Duncan et al. [11] derive PUF from capacitive DAC in ��
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), Tang et al. [10] exploit
capacitor mismatches in DAC of successive approximation
register (SAR) ADC to form a PUF.

On the other hand, silicon TRNGs primarily leverage
thermal noise and jitter as entropy sources. Petrie and
Connelly [12] digitize thermal noise in a resistor to gen-
erate a TRNG sequence but require high-bandwidth ampli-
fiers that are power-hungry. Laurenciu and Cotofana [13]
use thermal noise in transistors biased in the linear region
and an inverter amplifier to produce a probability modulated
TRNG sequence but require an OTA which can bias the TRNG
sequence. Digital TRNGs use metastable latches [14]–[16]
to generate a TRNG sequence but require calibration, and
often postprocessing, to suppress bias. ROs are another pop-
ular digital TRNG that uses phase noise of oscillator and
clock jitter as entropy sources. There are several variants
of RO-based TRNG, such as edge-chasing TRNG [17] and
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Fig. 1. Proposed unified analog weak PUF and TRNG architecture.

beat frequency-detection TRNG [18]. In edge-chasing TRNGs,
edges are inserted at different points in the oscillator, which
leads to the collapse of oscillation. The time between injection
of the edges and collapse of oscillation is digitized, and the
least significant bits (LSBs) of the digitized time act as TRNG.
In beat-frequency-detection TRNG, time taken by one RO to
catch up with another is digitized with a counter and LSBs
of the counter act as TRNG. The trend in silicon security
primitive design so far has been to use different dedicated
circuits for PUF and TRNG, with only the work in [16]
and [19] presenting a unified PUF and TRNG based on
the metastable latch that reuses discarded PUF candidates as
TRNG source.

In this work, we present a unified PUF+TRNG cir-
cuit comprising a current-steering cascode DAC and ring
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), as shown in Fig. 1. The
cascode DAC provides amplification of mismatch between
NMOS and PMOS transistors due to the high impedance of
cascode current sources. The DAC output is quantized by a
ring VCO, and the PUF output is generated from the most
significant bit (MSB) of the VCO output, while the LSB acts
as a TRNG. By running the VCO for a long time, we can
generate long PUF and TRNG bitstreams, i.e., the proposed
architecture tradeoff speed for the area. This is in contrast
to conventional PUF design that requires multiple unit PUF
elements to generate a long PUF bitstream. The proposed
unified PUF+TRNG architecture is discussed in more detail
in Section II. A test chip is fabricated in 65-nm CMOS
and consumes 0.36 pJ/bit for generating 1-bit PUF and 1-bit
TRNG responses. The proposed PUF and TRNG performances
are validated through lab measurements that are discussed in
Section III. Finally, the conclusion is broughtup in Section IV.

II. UNIFIED PUF+TRNG DESIGN

A. Circuit Architecture

The proposed unified PUF+TRNG architecture is shown
in Fig. 1. A pair of cascode DACs generate output voltages
(VA/VB in Fig. 1) that drive two seven-stage ring VCOs
(VCOA and VCOB ). The bias voltages Vbp1, Vbp2, Vbn1, and
Vbn2 are generated using high swing cascode current mirrors.
The cascode DAC has eight nominally identical NMOS cur-
rent sources that are selectable through the bits C1, . . . , C8.
The VCOs quantize the voltages VA/VB , and an XOR-based
subtractor extracts the difference between the quantized phase
outputs of the two VCOs [20]. An enable signal (EN in Fig. 1)

Fig. 2. Simulated quantized phase output versus time.

ensures that both VCOs start with the same phase. In the
absence of mismatch and noise, both VCOs would run at
the same frequency, and the quantized output would be zero.
Assuming a nominal DAC output voltage of vin and a nom-
inal VCO tuning gain of kvco, the sampled phase difference
between the two VCOs in presence of mismatch can be written
as

φ[n] = mod(2πkvco(1 + �kvco)vin(1 + �vin)nTs

− 2πkvcovinnTs, 2π)

≈ mod(2π fvconTs(�kvco + �vin), 2π) (1)

where Ts is the sampling period, �kvco is the fractional
random mismatch in VCO gain, �vin is the fractional random
mismatch in DAC output voltage, fvco = kvcovin, and the
mod operator represents the modulo phase-domain integration
performed by the VCO. The modulo integration causes the
VCO phase to wrap over after it crosses 2π . The quantized
phase output is given by φ̂[n] and has values in the range
of [0, 7] for this design. Fig. 2 shows the simulated φ̂[n]
assuming 30-mV mismatch in vin and 1% mismatch between
the VCOs. No noise or jitter is included in the simulation
model. The two VCOs start with “0” phase difference, and they
run at slightly different frequencies. “0”s of φ̂[n] correspond to
the sampling instants when the two VCO phases align again.
In the absence of any noise or jitter, φ̂[n] is a deterministic
signal that depends only on the mismatch between the DACs,
mismatch between the VCOs and sampling frequency, and is
repeatable. Hence, φ̂[n] is unique to a DAC-VCO pair and
can be used to create a weak PUF sequence by sampling φ̂[n]
over multiple time periods.

In the presence of noise and jitter, the LSB of φ̂[n] starts
varying dynamically with time. Hence, in this work, we have
selected only the MSB of φ̂[n] for generating PUF bitstream,
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Fig. 3. Measured 219 point FFT for (a) MSB of φ̂[n] and (b) LSB of φ̂[n].

while the LSB acts as a TRNG sequence. Fig. 3(a) and (b)
shows measured 219-point FFT of MSB and LSB of φ̂[n],
respectively, at 1-V power supply and room temperature.
While the MSB spectrum shows some tones due to quanti-
zation error, the LSB has a flat frequency response that is
a necessary condition for randomness. In subsequent sections,
we will present detailed measurement results that validate both
PUF and TRNG operations.

B. Length of PUF Sequence

In order to use the MSB of φ̂[n] as PUF response, we need
to determine the sequence length of φ̂[n], which contains
unique information. If the VCOs are kept running, the MSB
bit will eventually start showing temporal correlation with
previous bits in the sequence, and the amount of secure
information contained in the MSB sequence will not increase
with bit lengths. This is because quantization error in a VCO
is deterministic and can exhibit periodic behavior [21], which
can limit the number of secure bits that can be extracted
from the proposed PUF. Even though thermal noise dithers
quantization error, MSB of φ̂[n] still exhibits some tones,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). To evaluate correlation between bits in
the PUF response, we calculate joint entropy by considering
two adjacent M-bit sequence of PUF segments. Let us denote
the two adjacent segments by X1 and X2 with outcomes
x ∈ [0, 1] and probability mass function P(x) = P(X = x).
The joint Shannon entropy [9], [22] is then defined as

H (X1, X2) = −
1∑

x1=0

1∑
x2=0

P(x1, x2) · log2 P(x1, x2). (2)

The joint entropy is an indicator of local temporal correlation
between adjacent sequences, and for a truly random sequence,
the joint entropy in (2) will be 2. Fig. 4 shows joint entropy

Fig. 4. Joint entropy versus PUF sequence length for eight PUFs.

Fig. 5. LSTM prediction accuracy versus PUF sequence length for
eight PUFs.

versus sequence length calculated on measured PUF responses
from eight PUFs. For small sequence lengths till 128 bits, all
the PUFs show joint entropy greater than 1.9 corresponding to
an upper bound of 0.1 on correlation factor [23], [24], and the
joint entropy value starts dropping once the sequence length
exceeds 256 bits. Hence, the PUF sequence contains unique
information in the first 128 bits, and the entropy source starts
getting depleted as the sequence length is increased.

To further investigate the temporal correlation, we used a
recurrent-neural network (RNN) with long-short term mem-
ory (LSTM) from MATLAB’s deep-learning toolbox to model
the PUF. The LSTM model is optimized using grid search of
the following hyperparameters: number of layers, number of
neurons in each layer, learning rate, and dropout rates. The
LSTM model accepts an M-bit PUF sequence and predicts
the next 0.2 M bits. Fig. 5 shows the LSTM model used and
prediction accuracies versus sequence length for eight PUFs.
The LSTM model has dropout layers to prevent overfitting.
The prediction accuracy is less than 80% for sequence lengths
less than 128 bits and exceeds 90% for sequence lengths
greater than 4096 bits. The LSTM model results verify that
the PUF sequence has low temporal correlation for sequence
lengths up to 128 bits.
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Fig. 6. Simulated 215 point FFT for MSB of φ̂[n] without thermal noise.

Fig. 7. Simulated PUF BER and TRNG entropy gap versus thermal noise.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated 215 point FFT plot of PUF
output without thermal noise. The FFT plot shows many peaks,
arising out of pulse-frequency modulated VCO quantization
error [21], and also verifies the periodicity observed through
joint entropy and LSTM prediction results. Thermal noise
dithers the quantization error resulting in a frequency spectrum
with less observable peaks, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

C. Effect of Noise

There is an intrinsic tradeoff between the performance of
PUF and TRNG. To ensure the high quality of random bits
from the TRNG, thermal noise should be high. On the other
hand, thermal noise should be low to ensure that the PUF
output is reproducible when repeatedly interrogated. We sim-
ulated the tradeoff between TRNG and PUF performance by
sweeping thermal noise at the output of the DAC (nodes A
and B in Fig. 1). We interrogated a 1000-bit PUF sequence
500 times for each thermal noise step and repeated the
same experiment ten times. Fig. 7 shows the simulated PUF
and TRNG performance versus thermal noise. As expected,
the PUF bit-error rate (BER) increases with noise, while the
TRNG entropy improves. For this design, the target PUF BER
is 5% for a corresponding TRNG entropy of 0.9994.

In order to get a high-quality TRNG output, the systematic
mismatch between DACs and VCOs should be minimum such
that difference in phase between the two VCOs is set by
random noise. On the other hand, if the two DACs and VCOs
are matched very well such that the random mismatch is
small, then the PUF output will be unreliable due to noise.

Fig. 8. (a) Simulated DAC mismatch distribution and (b) simulated DFT
test pass ratio for TRNG output versus noise standard deviation for a different
nominal kvco.

Hence, for both PUF and TRNG outputs to work, the mismatch
and noise have to be carefully balanced. Fig. 8(a) shows the
histogram of VA−VB for 500 Monte Carlo runs across process
and mismatch corners. VA − VB has a standard deviation
σmis = 32.6 mV.

In order to assess the amount of noise required for
high-quality TRNG output, we sweep noise at nodes A and B
and perform DFT test on the TRNG output for different
kvco values. DFT test is one of the tests in the NIST
randomness test suite that tests for periodic features in a
sequence and computes a p-value. If the computed p-value is
greater than 0.01, the sequence is considered to be statistically
random. While passing the DFT test is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for randomness, it can provide important
insights during the design phase. For each noise standard
deviation value σn , we repeat the simulation 100 times and
calculate the pass ratio. Fig. 8(b) shows the pass ratios for
different kvco and noise values. As expected, for small values
of σn , the TRNG output fails most of the time, and the pass
ratio is low. If kvco ≥ 3 GHz/V, the TRNG output passes DFT
test with high pass ratio close to 1 if σn > 1 mV. The pass
ratio improves with the increase in kvco because a high kvco

reduces quantization error compared with thermal noise when
referred to the VCO input.

For this design, we set kvco to 4 GHz/V. Fig. 9(a) shows
the simulated distribution of center frequencies of the two
VCOs without any DAC mismatch for 300 Monte Carlo
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Fig. 9. (a) Simulated distribution of the VCO frequencies. (b) Histogram of
simulated fractional difference between center frequencies of the two VCOs.

runs over mismatch and process corners. The two VCOs are
relatively well-matched and have similar center frequencies
close to 73 MHz. Fig. 9(b) shows a histogram of the frac-
tional difference between center frequencies of the two VCOs
simulated over 100 mismatch and process corners. The two
VCOs show a worst case (3σ ) difference of 6% in the center
frequencies, which is equivalent to a 1.1-mV voltage difference
referred to as the VCO inputs. Thus, the cascode DACs are
the major contributors to a mismatch in the design. Based on
the simulation results, the noise referred to nodes A and B
has a standard deviation of σn = 1.2 mV. Fig. 10 shows
the simulated variation in VA − VB with respect to nominal
conditions due to variation in the bias current mirrors across
VT corners. Since the same cascode current mirrors are used to
generate the biasing voltages for both DACs, VT variations do
not produce a differential change in VA − VB , and all changes
in VA − VB across VT corners are due to noise in current
mirrors. The simulations for each VT corner in Fig. 10 are
repeated 1000 times, and the worst case variations in VA − VB

are less than ±0.2 mV, which is 6× less than σn .
The probability that the PUF mismatch, vmis = VA − VB ,

is less than 3σn is given by

P1 = P(−3σn ≤ vmis ≤ 3σn) = erf

(
3σn√
2σmis

)
. (3)

For the simulated values of σn = 1.2 mV and σmis =
32.6 mV, P1 = 0.088, implying that the PUF mismatch will
be less than 3× noise standard deviation for 8.8% of times.

Fig. 10. Simulated change in VA − VB from nominal condition across
VT corners.

Fig. 11. Die microphotograph and layout.

Since we have eight-unit NMOS current sources, the proba-
bility that PUF mismatch will be less than 3σn for all eight
NMOS current sources is P8

1 = (0.088)8 ≈ 0. Thus, the PUF
mismatch will always exceed 3σn for at least one of the NMOS
current sources. The NMOS current sources that result in a
stable PUF can be selected through measurements on the PUF
during initial registration and the configuration inputs C1–C8

can be restricted to only the useful space. For our measure-
ments, we used the configuration inputs {C1, C2, . . . , C8} of
{00000010} and {00000100} for all the PUFs.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. PUF Measurement Results

A test chip of the proposed unified PUF+TRNG circuit is
fabricated in 65-nm CMOS. Fig. 11 shows the die micropho-
tograph and layout of the test chip. Each test chip has eight
devices and occupies a core area of 0.04 mm2. Each device
consumes 36-μW power from a 1.2-V power supply, and the
PUF/TRNG responses are sampled using a 100-MHz clock.
The 36-μW power includes power consumed in converting
sine-wave clock signal to square wave and distributing the
clock across the chip to the PUF devices.

Fig. 12 shows the measured intra- and inter-HD values.
Intra-HD is measured over 0.9–1.2-V power supply and
0 °C–50 °C for four PUFs. Inter-HD is measured at a 1.2-V
power supply at 27 °C for 16 PUFs. The 2048-bit PUF
response is used for intra- and inter-HD calculations. The mea-
sured intra- and inter-HDs are 0.0906 and 0.4859, respectively.
To perform stability tests under nominal conditions, we inter-
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Fig. 12. Measured PUF intra- and inter-HD plots.

Fig. 13. Measured BER versus number of evaluations.

Fig. 14. Measured average BER across corners.

rogated a PUF chip repeatedly for 5000 times [25], [26].
Fig. 13 shows the native BER versus the number of evalu-
ations. The BER is 5.3% for 5000 evaluations.

Fig. 14 shows the measured average BER across voltage
and temperature corners. The BER is averaged across four
PUFs. For voltage corners, BER is calculated with respect to
(1 V, 27 °C), and for temperature corners, BER is calculated
with respect to (1.2 V, 20 °C). The worst case BER is 8.8%.
The BER is high since the entropy source of the PUF is
a random mismatch in threshold voltage and mobility of
transistors that vary significantly with voltage and temperature.
We performed NIST SP 800-22 randomness tests [27] on
16 devices from two different test chips at the 1-V power

Fig. 15. NIST randomness test results for PUF and TRNG bitstreams at
nominal condition.

supply and room temperature. For each device, we recorded
the response for 25 different times. Thus, the NIST tests are
performed on 400 PUF response streams. The PUF bitstream is
considered to pass a NIST test with a confidence of 0.99 if the
p-value for that test exceeds 0.01. Fig. 15 graphically shows
the results of the NIST tests. For comparison, Fig. 15 also
shows the results of NIST tests performed on the TRNG bit-
streams obtained from the same devices. The PUF bitstreams
pass 12/15 NIST tests with high pass rates almost close to 1,
while the TRNG bitstreams pass all 15 NIST tests with a
minimum pass rate of 0.9825. The failure of approximate
entropy and cumulative sum tests is most likely due to uneven
distribution of “0” and “1” in the PUF sequence [28].

Table I compares our work with state-of-the-art weak PUFs.
For a 128-bit response, the proposed PUF has an area/bit
of 13602, which compares favorably to state-of-the-art designs
and has an energy consumption, which is comparable with the
state of the art.

B. TRNG Measurement Results

The quality of randomness of the TRNG output is evaluated
by performing NIST tests across the power supply range
of 0.9–1.2 V and temperature range of 0 °C–50 °C. Fig. 16
shows the NIST test results across voltage and temperature
corners. The TRNG outputs pass all the NIST tests with a
pass ratio of 1 except for the 1-V, 20 °C corner in which the
pass ratio for approximate entropy test drops to 0.9375. Fig. 17
shows the plots of the histogram of the Shannon entropy of
TRNG output measured across 16 devices and voltage and
temperature corners. For a random variable X with outcomes
x ∈ [0, 1] and probability mass function P(x), the Shannon
entropy is defined by

Hshannon = −P(0) · log2{P(0)} − P(1) · log2{P(1). (4)

The TRNG output has a mean Shannon entropy
of 0.9991 with a standard deviation of 0.0017. Fig. 18 shows
the measured bias in 1-M TRNG output stream at nominal
conditions for ten chips. The worst case P(1) is 0.5004 for
chip 10.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART WEAK PUFS

TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART TRNGS

Fig. 16. NIST randomness test results for TRNG bitstreams across
VT corners.

Fig. 17. Measured histogram of the Shannon entropy of raw TRNG bitstream
across multiple devices and voltage and temperature corners.

Fig. 19 shows the measured ACF for raw TRNG output.
The TRNG ACF is bounded within 95% confidence limits

Fig. 18. Measured bias of TRNG bitstream for ten chips.

Fig. 19. Measured ACF for TRNG output.

of 0.0077. Table II compares our TRNG with state-of-the-
art TRNGs. The proposed TRNG has the lowest energy con-
sumption of 0.36 pJ/bit. The proposed TRNG has 100× lower
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Fig. 20. Measured joint entropy averaged over four PUFs for (a) different VT conditions; and supply injection with sine-wave inputs with amplitudes of
(b) 20, (c) 100, and (d) 200 mV.

Fig. 21. Supply injection attack results with sine-wave inputs with amplitude. (a) 20, (b) 100, and (c) 200 mV.

energy than [17] and [31] that also do not require either
calibration or postprocessing.

C. Robustness Against Fault and Injection Attacks

Fault and injection attacks can be used to reduce the entropy
of both PUF and TRNG [32], [33]. For our PUF, fault attacks
can be used to increase temporal correlation in the PUF
output that will reduce the useful sequence length, while,
for TRNG, fault attacks can be used to reduce the entropy
of the TRNG bitstream. Fault attacks can be launched by
a variety of techniques, such as varying supply voltage and
temperature, as well as using optical attacks on decapsulated

chips, such as using a laser pulse to introduce faults. In this
work, we will only focus on fault attacks by varying the
environmental conditions—supply voltage and temperature.
Fig. 20 shows the measured joint entropy versus sequence
length across VT corners as well for different sinusoidal
signals injected into the power supply. The joint entropy values
are averaged over four PUFs. The measured joint entropy
remains above 1.9 for sequence lengths ≤128 bits, which
shows that our PUF is robust against environmental fault
attacks induced through a change in voltage and temperature,
as well as injection of sine-wave signals into the supply
voltage.
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The TRNG has already been demonstrated to pass NIST
tests across VT corners. To test the robustness of the TRNG
against frequency-injection attacks, we injected sine-waves
with varying amplitudes into the power supply. We injected
a low-frequency 1-MHz sine-wave and at frequencies in the
range of 70–75 MHz, which is close to the RO center
frequency. Fig. 21(a)–(c) shows results of NIST tests at
nominal conditions for input amplitudes of 20, 100, and
200 mV, respectively. The NIST tests are performed in the
same sequence, as shown in Fig. 16. At 20-mV amplitude,
the NIST pass rate remains above 0.98 for 1-MHz input and
0.938 for the high-frequency inputs. The injected sine waves
change the bias of TRNG, which leads to a drop in pass rates
for runs test, DFT test, and cumulative sums tests. However,
the drop in pass rate is small, which shows that the cascode
PMOS current source shields the ROs from power-supply
fluctuation. The pass rate drops more for high-frequency inputs
as the cascode impedance reduces at high frequency. For
100-mV sine-wave amplitude, the NIST pass rate does not
change for 1-MHz input. However, the pass rates drop to
near 0.9 for the high-frequency inputs. For 200-mV sine-wave
amplitude, the NIST pass rate is still above 0.95 for 1-MHz
input but drops significantly for the high-frequency inputs.
The measurement results show that the TRNG is relatively
robust to low-frequency power-supply injection attacks till
200-mV amplitude but is susceptible to power-supply injection
attacks with high-frequency inputs. Robustness against supply
injection attacks with high-frequency inputs can be increased
by adding a low-pass filter to the power supply, as shown
in [17].

IV. CONCLUSION

This work presents a unified PUF+TRNG architecture
based on cascode DAC and ring VCO. A mismatch between
current sources in the DAC is quantized by a ring VCO and
MSB of the quantized output forms PUF sequence. Thermal
noise in the DAC and VCO as well as clock jitter enables
LSB of the quantizer output to act as TRNG. In contrast to
conventional PUFs that require M unit elements to generate an
M-bit response, the proposed architecture uses a single PUF
element to generate a temporal M bit sequence by sampling
the VCO quantized output over M periods. A 65-nm test chip
is fabricated and characterized to validate the performance
of the PUF and TRNG. The proposed architecture compares
favorably with state-of-the-art PUF and TRNG designs in
terms of energy/bit while having a small area.
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